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support tool to designer and prevent some human errors during the development process. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

UML notation [1] provides a set of user friendly diagrams. However, in practice, 
only a subset of UML diagrams is used and supported by tools. The same diagram 
model may be used during different activities in the development process; e.g. 
sequence diagrams, also known as message sequence charts [2], are suitable for the 
acquisition of requirements as well as for the test activity and more [3]. Some UML 
diagrams capture the same information. For instance, collaboration diagrams and 
sequence diagrams present two views of the same requirements. In this case, an 
obvious automatic transformation will synthesize an equivalent sequence diagram 
from a collaboration diagram and vice versa. Sequence diagrams and state diagrams 
share some information, but emphasize two separate views about the behaviour of a 
system. Sequence diagrams represent the requirements that a system should follow 
while state diagrams provide a model which is a specification for those 
requirements. Moreover, a sequence diagram describes a scenario in which some 
objects participate. Thus, it represents a story about the participating objects and 
provides an inter-object view. In contrast, a state diagram shows an intra-object view 
where all the story is about the same object [4].  

Constructing state diagrams from sequence diagrams is a very hard problem 
because they may represent incomplete and inconsistent requirements. 
Combinatorial complexity prevents expressing sequence diagrams for all of the 
possible scenario combination in the behaviour of a system. The idea of giving a 
complete description of the behaviour of a system as a set of SD seems thus 
unrealistic in most cases. Furthermore, systems may have many infinite traces which 
cannot be easily captured only by sequence diagram model. Consequently, during 
the synthesis of a state diagrams from sequence diagrams, the designer uses ad hoc 
methods based on his creativity and his expertness to fill the gaps.  

In this paper, we aim at automating the synthesis of state diagrams from 
sequence diagrams. Our approach is based on use cases to collect sequence 
diagrams. Sequence diagrams describe only finite traces about the behaviour of the 
system, but the aimed state diagram to be automatically synthesized should allow 
infinite runs of the system. To deal with this problem, our approach consists of 
extending use cases with some information that captures loops in the behaviour of 
the system and allows a characterization of the state of the system. Such a state 
characterization is used for the automatic synthesis of a state diagram. The main 
goal is to provide a support for designers, not to replace them. The human creativity 
is still needed to provide precise requirements. 

In this paper, section 2 introduces some preliminaries about the adopted 
notations and definitions. Section 3 describes our use cases model and sequence 
diagram generation. Section 4 treats the decoration of use case trees with state 
characterizations. Section 5 presents our method of state diagram synthesis from use 
cases. Related work and discussion are presented in section 6. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 

In this section we present preliminary information about some artefacts and 
definitions that are used in this paper, namely use cases, sequence diagrams and 
state diagrams.  

Use cases are usually used as an informal medium for describing the 
functionalities of a system as seen by actors (external users). Use cases are useful for 
requirement gathering and are usually expressed as a set of informally described 
scenarios. A scenario is an instance run of a use case. The relationships between use 
cases are described by means of use case diagrams.  To ease the capture of the 
scenarios of a use case, we are going to formalize use cases and represent them in 
the form of trees. The designer will enrich the use case tree by adding variable 
constraints to support the aimed automatic synthesis of state diagrams.  

Sequence diagrams (SDs) are a commonly used visual representation for 
scenarios of interaction among objects. SDs are useful for representing requirements 
during the early stages of development process and facilitate the communication 
between the clients (users) and the analyst. Basically, a SD focuses on message 
exchange and shows a partial order of events. A message represents an interaction 
between two objects, a sender and a receiver. The SD in Fig.2 shows the interactions 
between three objects namely “Terminal A”, “Terminal B” and “Switch”. The arrow 
labelled by PickUp is a message sent from “Terminal A” to “Switch”. 

UML state diagrams are a variant of hierarchical Finite State Machines (FSMs) 
that are well known as Harel’s statecharts [5]. A state diagrams is a composite state 
which may recursively be decomposed into either a statechart, concurrent AND 
composite states, XOR composite states, or an FSM. Thus, an FSM is a flat state 
diagram. A statechart transition connects two composite states and  is labelled  with 
[c]in/out where c is a predicate condition which enables both of the input signal in 
and the output signal out. We formally define an FSM as a 3-tuple A=(S,Sinit,T) 
where S is a finite set of states, Sinit is the set of  initial states, and T ⊂ S×Σ×S is the 
set of transitions where Σ is a finite set of labels. 

We assume that the communication model in SDs is synchronous. We preserve 
this semantics in the definition of a communicating FSM model. Let 
Ω={O1,O2,…,On} be the set of objects in the targeted system, and AOi

= (SOi
,SOiinit,TOi 

) 
the FSM of object Oi∈Ω. The FSMs of objects of Ω are synchronous 
communicating FSMs. We write ∏AOi

=(S,Sinit,T)  the connected components of the  
composition FSM of AO1

,AO2
,… and AOn

, which contain a state from Sinit, where 
S=S1×S2×…×Sn, and Sinit=SO1init×SO2init×…×SOninit. The set of transitions T⊂S×Σ×S, is 
defined by the following rules: 

- Rule 1  : (si,a,si’)∈TOi
 and (a=(O,Oi.m) or a=(Oi,O.m)) and O ∈ {Oi,Env} implies2 

((s1,..,si-1,si,si+1,..,sn),a, (s1,..,si-1,si’,si+1,..,sn)) ∈ T 
                              
2 Env represents the environment of the system 
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- Rule 2: let Oi ,Oj ∈Ω  and  i<j, (si,a,si’)∈TOi
 and (sj,a,sj’)∈TOj

 and (a=(Oi,Oj.m) or 
a=(Oj,Oi.m)) implies ((s1,..,si,..,sj, ..,sn),a, (s1,..,si’,..,sj’,..,sn)) ∈ T 

 
We will be illustrating our approach by using an ongoing example throughout 

the paper. This example treats a basic telephone system which is rather small, but 
readers are assumed to be familiar with. Moreover, it is complex enough to illustrate 
our techniques and algorithms. The telephone system is composed of three objects. 
In this case, Ω={A,B,S} where A and B are terminals which represent a caller and a 
callee terminals respectively and  S is a switch of the telephone system. Objects are 
concurrent and communicate by means of synchronous messages.  

3. A FORMAL USE CASE MODEL  

From the requirements, the designer identifies the objects of the targeted system. 
The relationships among objects are described by a class diagram. Each object has a 
role and a responsibility that the designer tries to identify by enumerating the 
possible interactions (methods) of the object. Those interactions are abstracted at 
this stage of analyse/design as sending and receiving messages.  

The use cases of the system are gathered in use case diagrams which show their 
relationships. Each use case is usually informally described by a set of possible 
scenarios. This form of use cases is hard to be used for automatic processing to 
synthesize state diagrams. Consequently, in our approach, use cases are translated 
into a formal use case model based on a tree representation. Fig.1 shows the tree of 
use case “Make a call” in the case of our basic telephone system. Each edge in the 
tree is labelled by (Oi,Oj.m) where Oi and Oj are objects and which means that 
message m is sent from Oi to Oj. The tree of a use case shows the causality and the 
temporal ordering between the messages in a use case. 

We formalize the tree of a use case as a 4-tuple Γ=<Id,M,Minit,Parent> where: 
– Γ.Id is the unique id of use case Γ. 
– Γ.M⊂ (Ω∪{Env})×(Ω∪{Env}.Label) is the set of messages (actions). Label 

denotes the set of accepted labels.  
– Γ.Minit⊂Γ.M is the set of messages that are connected to the root of the tree. 
– Γ.Parent is a function which returns for a given message a pointer to its 

preceding message in the tree.  
The scenarios of a use case are paths starting from the root and ending at a leaf in 

its tree. We call them complete paths. From each complete path in a use case, a SD 
is generated. The generation of SDs is only based on the syntax of messages. The 
use case tree in Fig.1 contains three complete paths. We have drawn at Fig.2 the SD 
of the complete path which ends by message (B,S.HangUp). Message (S,S.statusB) 
was omitted from the generated SD because it is an internal action. 

A linearization of a SD is a total order relation which includes the partial order 
relation of the SD [2]. A SD may have many linearizations, and some of them may 
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not be included in the use case tree. In this case, those absent linearizations should 
be validated and then added to the use case tree to solve this conflict. 

4. DECORATING USE CASES WITH A STATE CHARACTERIZATION 

For the automatic synthesis of communicating FSMs, the state characterization is 
needed in use case trees because they don’t capture information about loops in the 
behaviour of the system. Moreover, two distinct scenarios from possibly distinct use 
cases may share the same state of the system in and without a state characterization 
there is no means to determine relationships between those scenarios and thus 
between their use cases. 

Decorating a use case with a state characterization means to add pre condition 
and a post condition for each message in the use case. The designer defines from the 
object attributes given in class diagrams a set of global variables called state 
variables. We assume that the behaviour of all objects in the system depends only on 
the values of the state variables. The pre and post conditions of a message are 
expressed as state variable constraints.  

In practice, state variables have symbolic names. However, we will use here a 
vector based notation because it is more convenient to present the general case. The 
state of the system is represented by a state vector V=(v1,v2,..,vk) where vi is the 
value of state variable V[i] and k is the number of state variables. We write 
dom(V[i])  the finite domain of possible values of state variable V[i]. A state 
variable may also be instantiated with a special value, denoted by nil, which means 
that the current value of that variable is fixed yet in that state. Hence, the space of 

(A,S.PickUp) 

(S,A.DialTone) 

(A,S.Dial_B) 

(S,S.StatusB) 

(S,B.Ring) 

(B,S.Pickup) 

(S,A.Talk) 

(B,S.HangUp) 

(A,S.HangUp) 

(A,S.HangUp) 

(S,A.BusyTone) 
(A,S.HangUp) 

(S,S.StatusB) 

(B,S.HangUp) 
(S,A.BusyTone) (S,B.BusyTone)

Fig.1: Use case “Make a call” 
Fig.2: A sequence diagram 

generated from the use case of  

DialTone

DialB 

Terminal A Switch S Terminal B 
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HangUp 

HangUp 
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PickUp 
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state vectors is the product set DOM=(dom(V[1])∪{nil})×(dom(V[2])∪{nil})×… 
×(dom(V[n])∪{nil}). 

When some state variables are instantiated with nil and the behaviour of the 
system depends on specific values of those variables to choose a branching, an 
internal action is performed to instantiate those variables with the appropriate 
values. This case is illustrated in use case “Make a call” (Fig.1) by the internal 
action (S,S.StatusB) which checks whether Terminal B is idle or not in order to 
decide about the path to pursue with. Two alternative paths are possible according to 
the resulting state after performing (S,S.StatusB). 

The decoration of a use case tree with state characterization consists of 
specifying for each message three declarative attributes: a pre-condition, a post-
condition, and a situation attribute. The pre and post condition of a message m are 
respectively denoted by pre(m) and post(m) which are OCL constraints[6]. The state 
variables must fulfil the variable constraint pre(m) before message m is sent and  
post(m) after the reception of m. The constraint post(m) is expressed in term of V[i] 
the current state vector components and V[j]@pre which is the state vector 
components before that m is sent. 

The situation attribute of a message m is denoted by SitAtt(m) and has two 

msg pre(msg) post(msg) 
(A,S.PickUp) SigA=N and StaA=I and SigB=nil and StaB=nil SigA=SigA@pre and StaA=B and 

SigB=sigB@pre and StaB=StaB@pre 
(S,A.DialTone) SigA=N and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil SigA=DT and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil 
(A,S.DialB) SigA=DT and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil 
(S,S.StatusB) SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=N and StaB=I 
(S,S.StatusB) SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=B 
(S,B.Ring) SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=N and StaB=I SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=R and StaB=B 
(S,A.BusyTone) SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=B SigA=BT and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil 
(A,S.HangUp) SigA=BT and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil SigA=N and StaA=I and SigB=nil and StaB=nil 
(B,S.PickUp) SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=R and StaB=B SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=T and StaB=B 
(S,A.Talk) SigA=D and StaA=B and SigB=T and StaB=B SigA=T and StaA=B and SigB=T and StaB=B 
(B,S.HangUp) SigA=T and StaA=B and SigB=T and StaB=B SigA=T and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil 
(A,S.HangUp) SigA=T and StaA=B and SigB=T and StaB=B SigA=N and StaA=I and SigB=T and StaB=B 
(S,A.BusyTone) SigA=T and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil SigA=BT and StaA=B and SigB=nil and StaB=nil 
(S,B.BusyTone) SigA=N and StaA=I and SigB=T and StaB=B SigA=N and StaA=I and SigB=BT and StaB=B 
(A,S.HangUp) SigA=BT and StaA=B and  SigB=nil and StaB=nil SigA=N and StaA=I and SigB=BT and StaB=nil 
(B,S.HangUp) SigA=N and StaA=I and SigB=BT and StaB=B SigA=N and StaA=I and SigB=nil and StaB=nil 

 
Table 1 : Decoration of use case “Make a call”. The state vector is composed of the 
values of four variables SigA , StaA, SigB and StaB. SigA describes signals of terminal 
A, and Dom(SigA)={N,DT,D,BT,T} where N means no signal, DT dial tone signal, D 
dialing signal, BT busy tone signal and T talking signal. StaA describes the status of 
terminal A and Dom(StaA)={I,B} where B stands for busy and I for idle. Variables 
SigB and StaB describe respectively the signals and the status of terminal B. 
Dom(SigB)={N,BT,R,T} where R stands for ring signal and the other values are the 
same like in Dom(SigA). Dom(StaB)={B,I}. We have also decided that sitAtt is 
instantiated to Internal for all of the messages in this use case tree. 
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possible values : Internal and External. SitAtt provides to the designer a means by 
which he may control how parts of FSMs coming from different use cases can be 
connected to each other. SitAtt is similar to the extension point in UML use cases. 
By default, for a message m that it is not a leaf the value of SitAtt(m) is  Internal. In 
contrast, the analyst decides which value should be assigned to SitAtt for other 
messages. "Internal" means that the execution of the system continues in the current 
use case. However, "External" indicates that the system may exit the current use 
case and continues its execution in another one. 

The decoration of use cases may be inconsistent because of undetected bugs and 
discrepancies. Its consistency should be checked. However, we do not expose how 
the consistency checking is done because of the size limitation of the paper. The 
decoration use case “Make a call” is presented in table 1. 

5. SYNTHESIS OF STATE DIAGRAMS 

Synthesizing a state diagrams from a decorated use case takes four phases: (1) 
transforming use cases into a canonical representation, (2) synthesizing a global 
finite state machine (GFSM) from the canonical representations of all use cases, (3) 
deriving from the GFSM a communicating FSM for each object in the system, and 
(4) constructing state diagrams by introducing a use-case based hierarchy. 

Phase (1): Canonical representation of use case trees 
The requirements of a system are composed of a number of use cases. We aim at 

synthesizing a state diagram that implements the behaviour of all use cases. 
Consequently, we use a canonical representation of use cases which not only 
captures their behaviour, but also facilitates their merge into a global state model. 
The canonical representation of a use case is a flat set of m-rules. An m-rule is an 
atomic rule which describes the states of the system before a message is sent and 
after it is received. Formally, an m-rule is a 3-tuple r=(LHS,RHS,lab) where r.LHS 
is the left hand side of the rule and represents the  pre-condition part, r.RHS is the 
right hand side which is the post-condition part, and r.lab is the message 
synchronization label of the m-rule. We recall that r.lab is in the form (Oi,Oj.m). 

In order to tag the states and the transitions in the targeted FSMs with the use 
case id from which they come, we extend the set of state variables with a new 
variable called uc. Tagging the FSMs is not only used for traceability reasons, but 
also to implement information given SitAtt related to the extension points of a use 
case. From now and on, the state vector is composed of all state variable values and 
the value of the recently introduced variable uc. The domain of variable uc is the set 
of use case ids plus a special value denoted by noUc which tags the state vectors that 
may be shared by a certain number of use cases. 

We define the canonical representation of a use case as a pair of m-rule sets 
denoted by <R,Rinit> which are derived from the use case. The algorithm at Fig.3 
shows how <R,Rinit> is computed for a use case. This algorithm extracts an m-rule 
from each message and adds it to set R. An extracted m-rule is also added to Rinit if 
its original message is connected to the root node in the use case tree. The m-rule of 
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a message is tagged with its use case id by constraining its LHS and LRS with either 
(uc=Γ.Id) or (uc=noUc) according to the value of sitAtt in that message. Hence, 
state vectors satisfying (uc=Γ.Id) are specific to use case Γ. In contrast, state vectors 
where we have (uc=noUc) may be shared by a certain number of use cases. 
Consequently, use cases having such state vectors may have their respective FSMs 
connected to each other by those shared state vectors. 

 

Phase (2): Synthesizing a global finite state machine from decorated use cases 
The global finite state machine (GFSM) is an FSM that is constructed from all 

use case trees by merging together nodes having the same state vector. Assuming 
that we have a communicating FSM for each object, the GFSM should represent 
their synchronous product FSM. The GFSM accepts all the complete paths of the 
use case trees. 

In practice, we directly derive the GFSM of a use case from its canonical 
representation. Let <S,Sinit,T> be the GFSM of a use case for which the canonical 
representation is <R,Rinit>. Let [r.LHS] be the set of state vectors which verify the 
constraint r.LHS  and [r.RHS] the set of pairs of state vectors that verify the 
constraint r.RHS. We define the GFSM <S,Sinit,T> by the following: 

( ) [ ]{
[ ] }

{ }
[ ]U

initRr
init LHS.rS

T)v_,(_,orT_)_,,v(|DOMvS
lab.rlandRHS.r)v,pre@v(and

LHS.rpre@v.Rr|v,l,pre@vT

∈

=

∈∈∈=
=∈

∈∈∃=

 

S is the set of states of the GFSM and composed of state vectors which satisfy 
either the LHS or the RHS of an m-rule. T is the set of transitions. Each transition 
comes from an m-rule. The GFSM of use case “Make a call” is drawn at Fig.4. 

We have so far treated the construction of the GFSM of one use case. The 
generalization to the case of two or more use cases consists of synthesizing the 

Fig.3 : Computing the m-rules of a use case

Input  <Γ,pre,post,sitAtt> where Γ=<Id,M,Minit,Parent>  is a 
decorated use case with pre, post, and sitAtt   
Output  <R,Rinit> 
R:=∅; Rinit::=∅ 
For each msg ∈ Γ.M do 
   r.lab:=msg 
   If msg∈ Γ.Minit then 
    r.LHS:= ( pre(msg) and  uc= noUc) 
   else  r.LHS:= ( pre(msg) and uc=Γ.Id ) 
      If sitAtt(msg)=Internal then  
      r.RHS:= ( post(msg)  and  uc=Γ.Id ) 
     else r.RHS:= (post(msg) and uc=noUc) 
   R:=R∪{r}  
   If msg ∈ Γ.Minit then 
    Rinit:=Rinit∪{r}  
done 
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GFSM which is derived from the union of the canonical representations of those use 
cases. We define the union of two canonical representations <R,Rinit> and 
<R’,Rinit’> as the canonical representation <R∪R’,Rinit∪Rinit’>.  

Phase (3): Deriving the communicating FSM of an object 
The derivation of an FSM for an object consists of clustering some states and  

removing some transitions from the GSFM of all use cases. The states of the FSM of 
an object O are obtained by clustering into the same state all the states of the GFSM 
that are connected with a transition in which object O doesn’t  participate because 
the state of an object is supposed unchanged if no action occurs in that object 
according to the GFSM. The transitions of the FSM of an object O are only those 
transitions of the GFSM which represent messages or actions in which the object O 
participates. The FSM of an object implements all the parts of use cases in which 
that object participates. Consequently, the FSM of an object implements the object 
behaviour. 

We have constructed from the GFSM of use case “Make a call” the FSMs of 
objects “Terminal A”, “Terminal B”, and “Switch”. The FSM of object “Switch” 
resulting from that algorithm is exactly the entire FSM in Fig.4. However, The 
FSMs of objects “Terminal A” and “Terminal B” respectively are drawn at Fig.5.  

Phase (4) : Structuring objects’ FSMs into state diagrams 
The first task in this phase consists of compacting the FSM of an object by 

reducing the number of its states. It mainly consists of grouping together certain 

Fig.4: GFSM of use case “Make a call” 

(S,A.DialTone) 
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(A,S.HangUp) 

(B,S.HangUp) 
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(A,S.DialAB) 
(S,S.StatusB) 

(S,S.StatusB) 

(S,A.BusyTone) 

(S,B.Ring) (B,S.Pickup) 

(A,S.Pickup) 

(A,S.HangUp) 

Fig.5: FSM of object A (right side) and FSM of object B (left side) 
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consecutive transitions into one transition which is labelled with the labels of the 
grouped transitions. The resulting transition is usually labelled in the form 
“in/out1,out2,..,outp”. The state diagram in Fig.6 results from the compaction of the 
FSM in Fig.5 (left side). 

The second task is about introducing hierarchy. Fig.7 shows the schema of the 
hierarchy levels within the state diagram of the whole system. At the higher level of 
hierarchy, the system is modelled by a statechart composed of “AND” concurrent 
composite states. Each one represents the state diagram an object. The later is 
composed of a number of “XOR” composite states. Each one comes from a use case. 
In the state diagram of an object, XOR composite states are connected through states 
that their corresponding use cases share. The designer decides about the location of 
the shared states. He or she may kept them inside the statechart of one of the use 
cases sharing them, or put them completely outside as illustrated at Fig.7. These 
decisions could be automated using a knowledge based system. In contrast, the 
interaction with the designer is needed when a transition which crosses a composite 
state, should be generalized. It means attaching this transition to the frame of that 
composite state. Techniques of state clustering and refinement [5] can be used to 
modify the synthesized state diagrams. 

Fig.6: Statechart of use case "Make a call" for Terminal A 

s : use case “Make a call” 

(S,A.Talk)

(S,A.DialTone)/ 
(A,S.DialAB) 

(A,S.Pickup) 

(A,S.HangUp) 

(A,S.HangUp) (S,A.BusyTone)/ 

Fig.7: Hierarchy within the state diagram of a system 

s3 :use case 3 

s8: statechart of Object2 

System State:  overall statechart of the system 

s1 :use case 1 s2 :use case 2 
s6: statechart of Object1 
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6. RELATED WORK 

In related work, a number of researchers have studied the transformation of 
scenarios into transition based system model during the last decade. The key idea is 
how to characterize states at the scenario level such that those states can be 
recognized in other scenarios. Therefore, the states of the system represent the 
cement which connects scenarios together in the target global model. There are two 
kinds of state characterisations: trace based [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], and variable (or 
label) state based characterization [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In this paper we have used a 
variable state based characterization to identify the state of the system.  

The approaches [16, 17, 18] are the closest to ours. In [18], the authors captured 
domain information by specifying for each message type a pre and a post-condition. 
Each SD is transformed into an FSM per object by using the state-variable values 
according to the domain information. An object may have a number of FSMs, each 
one results from a SD. The FSMs of an object are then merged into a single FSM. 
The introduction of hierarchy into FSMs is based on state variable ordering, class 
diagrams and generalization of transitions.  

The work presented in [16],[17] shows techniques for synthesizing timed 
automata from scenarios. Timed automata allow the description of the behavior of 
real time reactive systems. The scenarios are represented as an enriched form of 
MSCs. The state characterization is very similar to the one we have presented in this 
paper. In contrast, the state vectors as defined in this paper are global, so they 
capture simultaneously the states of all objects. 

Our approach differs substantially from the earlier presented work since we have 
also introduced an intermediate level of granularity which is the level of use cases. 
A use case demonstrates a finer level of granularity since it is itself composed of a 
number of scenarios. The level of use case is very relevant for the user view since it 
captures functionalities as they are seen by external users. Moreover, in our 
approach, by tagging the state vector with the use case ids, the designer can control 
the implied scenarios which are scenarios that the state diagram accepts but not the 
use cases 

7. CONCLUSION 

We have so far presented an automatic method for constructing a state diagram 
from formal use cases. Sequence diagrams are generated from use case trees and 
validated by users. Afterward, a global FSM is automatically constructed, and used 
to derive objects’ communicating FSMs. The later are then structured by a use case 
based hierarchy to build the state diagram of the system. 

We believe that the synthesized state diagram is actually a good approximation 
of the targeted state diagram of the system. Furthermore, this state diagram was 
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produced with less effort. Moreover, the traceability between use cases and the 
resulting state diagrams makes them easier to read, modify and refine. 
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